
ML4CC: Lecture 7

Sit with your discussion groups (same as last time)!



Assignments reminder

No PMIRO+Q this week

You have an exam on March 14th (8am) 

Your third coding assignment will be due Friday, March 15th by 11:59pm.



Recap of previous paper

P: Want to be able to find rice paddies in countries without a lot of 
labeled data

M: Use transfer learning - pretrain a U-net for segmentation on Korean 
data, then fine tune it for France and Spain

I: Multiple forms of fine-tuning, including adding another input channel

R: There were some situations where the transfer learning helped but 
Random Forest models trained on small data did pretty well

O: How well will this approach generalizes to other crops (that aren’t 
flooded)



Climate Change in the News



Paper 6 Discussion 

Tackling Climate Change with 
Machine Learning: workshop at 
ICLR 2023.



Attendance 

Select one person from the group to go to this Google Doc and write down the 
names of all people present in the group (remember to mark who took 
attendance!). If someone is virtual, mark it with a V.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47Q
Na5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing (link is in Brightspace under Syllabus content) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47QNa5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47QNa5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing


Discussion Question 1

How precisely is tweet “engagement” defined? Do you think this is a good way to 
measure how effective communication is?



Sum of likes, retweets, and replies

People can engage with a tweet for many reasons, including to support it but also 
argue against it. This method collapses over different styles of engagement and 
has no means of measuring positive vs negative engagement. 



Discussion Question 2

Why do the authors focus on the pairwise comparison of two tweets? What are the 
constraints they use to pick pairs? Do these constraints significantly impact the 
amount of data they can train on?



By comparing similar tweets with different content, they 
can isolate the impact of content

A model trained to predict a single tweet’s engagement would probably 
do well simply by guessing based on author popularity. By forcing the 
model to predict which of two tweets by the same author in the same 
time period gets more engagement, the model needs to learn the impact 
of tweet content



774,507 pairs is a lot less than the ~8,041,921^2 possible pairs.

(but still a good amount of pairs)



Discussion Question 3

Draw a box and arrow diagram that explains the conceptual architecture of the 
model built in the paper. Make sure it includes the following boxes:
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Discussion Question 4

The authors describe their model as “interpretable”. What about the design makes 
the model easy to interpret/learn from?



Understandable features + linear model
The output of the topic clustering algorithm is a vector of probabilities associated 
with each topic. The metadata features are also easily interpretable. The weights 
assigned to these features by the linear model directly indicate how important 
each feature is for tweet engagement.



Discussion Question 5

How were the topic labels determined?



Topic labels determined by hand



Discussion Question 6

Which source of information is more responsible for good model performance: 
tweet topic or metadata? How do you know?



Topic contributes more to performance

But metadata contains extra information such that the union of both inputs 
performs better.



Discussion Question 7

What are the authors describing here?
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Discussion Question 8

Share what questions you wrote in your PMIRO+Q and decide as a group what 
you’d like to ask. 



Update your PMIRO+Q

Submit a second file to the Brightspace assignment (don’t overwrite the original):

It should:

Update your PMIRO as needed

Answer your own Q

You can be talking with your group during this! 



Summary

P - Want to know what climate change content in a tweet makes it engaging

M - Use an LLM plus topic clustering to get a tweet’s topic and use that (plus 
metadata) to predict which of two tweets is more engaging

I - predicting engagement specifically for climate topics

R - the model performs above chance and on par with a human

O - Is this a good metric of engagement? Would writing tweets based on these 
topics actually help?



15 min break



Lecture

Career Day, Project Info, Exam Review



Alex Steffen, Climate Writer - The Snap Forward

“We don’t get to choose whether the context of all our work is an 
unprecedented, all-encompassing planetary crisis. It simply is. There is 
nowhere to stand outside of it. We can pretend that’s not true — insist 
that our lives or work or special concerns will remain untouched by 
ecological catastrophe and societal upheaval — but in the long run, 
we’re just fooling ourselves.”



Your career is your biggest chance to make an impact

https://80000hours.org/ 

https://80000hours.org/


Climate career pathways

● Work directly on climate change
● Work directly on something else but bring awareness and action on climate to 

your job
● Regardless of your job, engage in climate action and activism



Working on climate

Central Hub: https://workonclimate.org/ 

https://workonclimate.org/


Communities help with resumes, interviews, skill learning etc.

Working on climate



You can also look for volunteer or internship opportunities to skill up

Working on climate



Also job offers

Working on climate



Job boards:

https://climatebase.org/ 

https://terra.do/climate-jobs/job-board/

https://www.climatejobslist.com

https://www.climatepeople.com/

Freelance: https://www.leafr.work/ 

and more!

https://www.climatetechcareers.com/#jobbo
ards    

https://climateaction.tech/ slack

Working on climate

https://climatebase.org/
https://terra.do/climate-jobs/job-board/
https://www.climatejobslist.com
https://www.climatepeople.com/
https://www.leafr.work/
https://www.climatetechcareers.com/#jobboards
https://www.climatetechcareers.com/#jobboards
https://climateaction.tech/


Climate Change AI summer school - 
https://www.climatechange.ai/events/summer_school 

Terra.do School - https://terra.do/ 

One Point Five Academy - https://www.opf.degree/opf-academy 

Airminers Boot-up - https://airminers.org/learn 

Climatematch Academy - https://academy.climatematch.io/ 

Learning more and networking

https://www.climatechange.ai/events/summer_school
https://terra.do/
https://www.opf.degree/opf-academy
https://airminers.org/learn
https://academy.climatematch.io/


Starting a company

My Climate Journey community and podcast: https://www.mcjcollective.com/ 

Subak fellowship and accelerator: https://subak.org/get-involved 

Resources for all stages: https://climatefounder.org/ 

https://www.mcjcollective.com/
https://subak.org/get-involved
https://climatefounder.org/


“Every job is a climate job”

https://drawdown.org/publications/climate-solutions-at-work 

https://drawdown.org/publications/climate-solutions-at-work


“Every job is a climate job”



“Every job is a climate job”

https://www.workforclimate.org/ 

https://www.workforclimate.org/


“Every job is a climate job”

Profession-specific 
resources are becoming 
more common



“Every job is a climate job”

https://climateaction.tech/ 
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https://climateaction.tech/


“Every job is a climate job”

Profession-specific 
resources are becoming 
more common



Climate action outside of work

Non-profits working on climate issues

● Clean Air Task Force
● Earthjustice
● Conservation International
● CarbonFund
● Environmental Defense Fund
● many more!



Climate action outside of work

Political organizing

● Citizens’ Climate Lobby
● League of Conservation Voters
● Extinction Rebellion
● People's Climate Movement



Climate action outside of work



Projects Overview

The class project is your chance to go deeper into a question, dataset, and/or 
method you are interested in. 

You will be evaluated on your ability to pose a good machine learning question in 
the domain of climate change, the selection and execution of relevant methods, 
your ability to work on a team, and your presentation skills both written and oral.  



Project teams

Everyone must work in a team (no individual projects)

Teams should be 4 people (though there will need to be one team with 5, or a 
couple with 3)

A single grade will be given to the team. 



Projects

Projects need to go beyond what you have done in homework assignments. 

Possible approaches:

● replicate/extend an existing paper
● contribute to an established competition/benchmark 
● Identify an underexplored problem where ML could help and try to solve it



Projects

Rough guidelines for creating a substantial project:

● Compare multiple methods and/or hyperparameters 
● Use at least one method that isn’t in scikit-learn (Kartik will be going through 

PyTorch code in labs)
● Explore feature importance methods
● Create your own dataset from multiple sources
● Use multiple evaluation methods
● Include advanced visualizations and/or a dashboard (but it better be really 

good)
● etc



Possible data sources

Here are locations to look for relevant data. Not all datasets from these sources 
will be climate change-related.

Note: these are real datasets. They may have missing data, poor documentation, 
or other challenges. You will probably have to teach yourselves some new skills to 
get what you want from them. These are all things data scientists have to face! 
Look into a dataset before committing to using it. 



Starting Points

Climate Change AI

https://www.climatechange.ai/papers 

https://www.climatechange.ai/papers


Starting Points

Climate Change AI

https://www.climatechange.ai/subject_areas  

https://www.climatechange.ai/subject_areas


Starting Points

Climate Change AI

https://www.climatechange.ai/tutorials 

https://www.climatechange.ai/tutorials


Places to find data

Kaggle - can look at competitions and 
data sets (but pay attention to quality!)

www.kaggle.com 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/te
chsash/waste-classification-data 

http://www.kaggle.com
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/techsash/waste-classification-data
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/techsash/waste-classification-data


Places to find data

Zindi (can use closed or open 
competitions)

https://zindi.africa/competitions 

https://zindi.africa/competitions


Places to find data

Driven Data competitions

https://www.drivendata.org/competitions/ 

https://www.drivendata.org/competitions/


Possible data sources

https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/

Has an “environmental” section. 
Contains data on trees, air quality, 
energy use, sea level, etc.  

https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/


Possible data sources

Energy information administration

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/an
nual/index.php 

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/annual/index.php
https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/annual/index.php


Possible data sources

Emissions estimations from NEI

https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/nation
al-emissions-inventory-nei 

ClimateTRACE emissions data

https://climatetrace.org/downloads

Carbon dioxide data from remote sensing

https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/OCO2GriddedXC
O2_3/summary?keywords=oco-2 

On road emissions data

https://daac.ornl.gov/CMS/guides/CMS_DARTE_V2.
html

https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/national-emissions-inventory-nei
https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/national-emissions-inventory-nei
https://climatetrace.org/downloads
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/OCO2GriddedXCO2_3/summary?keywords=oco-2
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/OCO2GriddedXCO2_3/summary?keywords=oco-2
https://daac.ornl.gov/CMS/guides/CMS_DARTE_V2.html
https://daac.ornl.gov/CMS/guides/CMS_DARTE_V2.html


Possible data sources

Open Street Map for general land 
and road features

https://www.openstreetmap.org 

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Environmen
tal_OSM 
 

https://www.openstreetmap.org
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Environmental_OSM
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Environmental_OSM


Possible data sources

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics

https://www.bts.gov/product/nat
ional-transportation-statistics?k
eys=miles&field_topic_target_i
d=All 

https://www.bts.gov/product/national-transportation-statistics?keys=miles&field_topic_target_id=All
https://www.bts.gov/product/national-transportation-statistics?keys=miles&field_topic_target_id=All
https://www.bts.gov/product/national-transportation-statistics?keys=miles&field_topic_target_id=All
https://www.bts.gov/product/national-transportation-statistics?keys=miles&field_topic_target_id=All


Possible data sources

UN agriculture data (crop and 
livestock, yields, land area, etc)

https://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data

Data on what crops are where:

https://www.nass.usda.gov/Researc
h_and_Science/Cropland/sarsfaqs2.
php#Section1_1.0  

https://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/sarsfaqs2.php#Section1_1.0
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/sarsfaqs2.php#Section1_1.0
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/sarsfaqs2.php#Section1_1.0


Possible data sources

Global temperatures

https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/l
and-based-station/noaa-global-temp 

https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/land-based-station/noaa-global-temp
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/land-based-station/noaa-global-temp


Possible data sources

Satellite datasets

https://deepcube-h2020.eu/technology/earth-sy
stem-data-cube/

https://deepcube-h2020.eu/datasets/  
 

https://github.com/satellite-image-de
ep-learning/datasets 

https://deepcube-h2020.eu/technology/earth-system-data-cube/
https://deepcube-h2020.eu/technology/earth-system-data-cube/
https://deepcube-h2020.eu/datasets/
https://github.com/satellite-image-deep-learning/datasets
https://github.com/satellite-image-deep-learning/datasets


Possible data sources

Extreme weather events

https://github.com/andregraubner/Climat
eNet 

https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/14/10
7/2021/ 

https://github.com/andregraubner/ClimateNet
https://github.com/andregraubner/ClimateNet
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/14/107/2021/
https://gmd.copernicus.org/articles/14/107/2021/


More paper examples

https://ai4good.org/fragile-earth-2022/

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/environmental-data-science 

https://www.hadr.ai/accepted-papers 

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/CVPR2023_workshops/EarthVision 

https://ai4good.org/fragile-earth-2022/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/environmental-data-science
https://www.hadr.ai/accepted-papers
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/CVPR2023_workshops/EarthVision


Possible data sources

Want a certain type of data? Check if there is a government agency 
about it

Or google (particularly google scholar)

Or ask me



Possible methods

Supervised classification or regression (classic methods, simple artificial neural 
networks, advanced artificial neural networks)

Computer vision (simple feature extraction, convolutional neural networks)

Self- or Unsupervised methods for representation learning (pca, clustering, 
artificial neural networks)

Feature importance

Reinforcement learning



Project report

Abstract - a one paragraph summary of the full report

Background - what problem are you addressing, how does it relate to climate change, how has it been 
approached in the past, how are you approaching it and why

Methods - what data are using, how did you process it, what methods are using, how did you decide 
hyperparameters, how are you evaluating your model

Results - what did your methods show, what worked and what didn’t work, includes pointers to figures

Discussion - what do your results mean, what would you do in the future if you were to continue working 
on this project, how do your results relate to other studies

References - bibliography of sources you used and cited

~3 pages min for first five sections, plus extra pages for references and figures. Plus pre-run python 
notebook (should replicate your figures from data). 



Project Presentations

~10 minutes (exact time will depend on the number of groups). Summary of your 
project report. Should include all the same sections.

All team members must speak in the project presentation.

There will be time for questions from other students (required) and me



Advice

Think big (could even result in a publication). This is a growth opportunity.

Choose something meaningful and interesting to you. 

Expect things to take awhile and be frustrating, especially as you get started with 
new data or methods

Document what you are doing for yourself and for your final report

Manage your time! Work steadily, don’t wait until the end



Research Quality

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.02497.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.02497.pdf


Writing evaluation

Your writing should be clear and concise, with minimal grammatical errors.

To write your background, find some example papers that may have tackled a 
similar problem so that you can situate your work relevant to past work (probably 
should do this before you start!). 

For the methods, be clear and complete enough that someone could replicate 
what you did just from reading your methods section. 

Figures should be easy to understand, with clearly labeled axes and not too many 
different colors or line styles.



Presentation Evaluation

Slides should have clear and informative titles

Figures should be fully visible with labeled axes

Slides should not have too much written text; rather, you should have one or two 
main points on the slide with one or two major visuals. Elaborate on what is on the 
slides as you speak.

Speak loud enough for everyone to hear

Go at the right pace throughout (time yourself beforehand!)

Advice: imagine yourself in the audience listening to a project you know nothing 
about. How would you want the speaker to communicate to you?



Chat GPT



Chat GPT

Nope

Nope

Nope



Chat GPT

Nope

Nope

Nope



Writing integrity 



Writing integrity 



Writing integrity 



Writing integrity 

Not plagiarism, but bad writing!



Writing integrity 

Lovely!



Citations and references

Put all full citations in the 
reference section.



Project Timeline

Now - Start thinking about your teams and project ideas

March 14 - Project Plan Homework assigned

April 4 - Project Plan Homework due, feedback the following day (teams cannot be 
changed after this point)

April 18 - In class project check-in

April 25 - In class project work time

May 2 - In class project presentations

May 9 - Project reports due



Exam Review

Exam will include multiple choice, T/F, and short answer questions

You will be tested on knowledge of climate change topics as well as machine 
learning topics

There will be questions about the papers we’ve read

You will not need to write code



To study for the exam:

For climate content, know:

-the basics of what is causing climate change

-where emissions are coming from 

-changes we expect to happen as a result of warming

-basics of remote sensing

-SSPs

-human attitudes



To study for the exam:

For ML content, know:

-basics of the simple regression models

-the basics of artificial neural networks

-what architectures are used for what tasks and why

-what loss functions are used for different problems

-what balanced data means

-pros and cons of different evaluation metrics

-validation/generalization

-types of data (image, time series, etc)

-Transfer learning, representation learning



To study for the exam:

Make sure for each of the papers we’ve read, you know:

-PMIRO answers

-The general architecture of the model used, what the inputs to the model were, 
any preprocessing discussed, what the output was, what the objective function 
was, how the performance of model was evaluated, what kind generalization did 
they test for 

In all cases, put emphasis on content in the slides


